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title: white masks source: contemporary review of fiction - title: white masks source: contemporary
review of fiction in a 1993 interview published in beirut review, elias khoury observed that the lebanese civil
war "opened literary language to the spoken language"—something unprecedented in modern lebanese
literature. white masks, khoury's fourth novel (originally published in arabic in narrative, testimony, and
trauma. the nakba and the ... - gate of the sun is a novel by elias khoury, published in arabic in 1998,
symbolically marking the fiftieth anniversary of the palestinian nakba – the catastrophe of losing palestine in
the 1948 war, the ethnic cleansing which resulted in some 750,000 palestinian refugees fleeing and being
expelled chronicles of disappearance-7.25.16 - project irene - 1978) and elias khoury’s al-wujūh albayḍāʾ (white masks; 1981). from these two works, i shape a general typology: the novel of investigation
begins with the mysterious disappearance or death of its protagonist and proceeds as a search for causes and
answers conducted by a metafictional frame narrator. world nomads 1 lebanon may 2010 - renowned
lebanese author elias khoury will present selections from his newly published book white masks. since 1975,
khoury has been an integral part of the beirut vanguard of modern arabic literature. khoury is the author of
twelve novels, including gate of the sun, yalo, little mountain, and city gates. gate of the sun was named a
reading guide lebanon - originalworld - maia tabet (translator), elias khoury white masks lbn12 | 2010 |
303 pages | hard cover khoury (gate of the sun) infuses the spirit of beirut into this beautifully written story of
a journalist seeking the truth about the murder of a civil servant during the lebanese civil war. $22.00 reading
guide lebanon to order, go to: lebanon or call 800 ... emily drumsta - brown - 2015: “violence, meaning, and
specters of kanafani in elias khoury’s white masks,” mla annual meeting, vancouver, canada, january 8-11
(panel sponsored by the mla division on arabic literature and culture) 2014: “inconstant constantine: literary
landscapes in al-tahir wattar’s al-zilzal and ahlam press announcement - banipal trust - maia tabet for her
translation of white masks by elias khoury first published in arabic in 1981, white masks was one of the first
novels that dared to address the civil war in lebanon, the terrible atrocities, and the war’s reflection in the daily
lives of the people. bringing home the dreadful reality of civil war, it is a fascinating waleed mahdi is a phd
candidate in american studies at the ... - khoury, bom in 1948 in beirut, is the author of nine other novels
(little mountain, journey of little gandhi, city gates, yah, gate of the sun, and the kingdom of strangers are also
available in english translations) and numerous essays, books of criticism, and plays. like most of khoury's
other novels. white masks is a story of storytelling in freshman seminar global crime fiction: tackling
crime ... - elias khoury (lebanon), white masks (wujūh al-bayḍāʼ, 1981) week 12 – exposing social
disintegration 2 – converting to crime josé latour (cuba), outcast (1999) helen oakley, “from the mean streets
of havana to miami: josé latour’s outcast,” the committee a novel middle east literature in ... - tabet is a
literary translator; her translation of elias khoury's white masks . some might suggest the committee (as sinan
antoon did on the 5.. the novel girls of riyadh (banat al-riyadh) by saudi author rajaa alsanea, first published .
by the subject matter, style, translation and marketing of this book. . author and sexuality and war muse.jhu - ~lias khoury, l petite montagne elias khoury, a christian lebanese, was born in beirut in 1948.
student and professor of history and sociology, he has taught these subjects at the lebanese university in
beirut and at columbia university in the united states. he participated in the creation of several literary reviews
and has
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